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OWNERS DEDICATION

NOW THEREFORE, KNOW ALL MEN BY THESE PRESENTS:

CADG MERCER CROSSING HOLDINGS, LLC, and MM MERCER POD B, LLC
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 CADG MERCER CROSSING HOLDINGS, LLC, AND MM MERCER POD B, LLC, are the owners of a tract of land situated in , are the owners of a tract of land situated in  are the owners of a tract of land situated in are the owners of a tract of land situated in  the owners of a tract of land situated in the owners of a tract of land situated in  owners of a tract of land situated in owners of a tract of land situated in  of a tract of land situated in of a tract of land situated in  a tract of land situated in a tract of land situated in  tract of land situated in tract of land situated in  of land situated in of land situated in  land situated in land situated in  situated in situated in  in in the F. Miller Survey, Abstract No. 926, City of Farmers Branch, Dallas County, Texas, the subject tract being a portion of Block D  F. Miller Survey, Abstract No. 926, City of Farmers Branch, Dallas County, Texas, the subject tract being a portion of Block D F. Miller Survey, Abstract No. 926, City of Farmers Branch, Dallas County, Texas, the subject tract being a portion of Block D  Miller Survey, Abstract No. 926, City of Farmers Branch, Dallas County, Texas, the subject tract being a portion of Block D Miller Survey, Abstract No. 926, City of Farmers Branch, Dallas County, Texas, the subject tract being a portion of Block D  Survey, Abstract No. 926, City of Farmers Branch, Dallas County, Texas, the subject tract being a portion of Block D Survey, Abstract No. 926, City of Farmers Branch, Dallas County, Texas, the subject tract being a portion of Block D  Abstract No. 926, City of Farmers Branch, Dallas County, Texas, the subject tract being a portion of Block D Abstract No. 926, City of Farmers Branch, Dallas County, Texas, the subject tract being a portion of Block D  No. 926, City of Farmers Branch, Dallas County, Texas, the subject tract being a portion of Block D No. 926, City of Farmers Branch, Dallas County, Texas, the subject tract being a portion of Block D  926, City of Farmers Branch, Dallas County, Texas, the subject tract being a portion of Block D 926, City of Farmers Branch, Dallas County, Texas, the subject tract being a portion of Block D  City of Farmers Branch, Dallas County, Texas, the subject tract being a portion of Block D City of Farmers Branch, Dallas County, Texas, the subject tract being a portion of Block D  of Farmers Branch, Dallas County, Texas, the subject tract being a portion of Block D of Farmers Branch, Dallas County, Texas, the subject tract being a portion of Block D  Farmers Branch, Dallas County, Texas, the subject tract being a portion of Block D Farmers Branch, Dallas County, Texas, the subject tract being a portion of Block D  Branch, Dallas County, Texas, the subject tract being a portion of Block D Branch, Dallas County, Texas, the subject tract being a portion of Block D  Dallas County, Texas, the subject tract being a portion of Block D Dallas County, Texas, the subject tract being a portion of Block D  County, Texas, the subject tract being a portion of Block D County, Texas, the subject tract being a portion of Block D  Texas, the subject tract being a portion of Block D Texas, the subject tract being a portion of Block D  the subject tract being a portion of Block D the subject tract being a portion of Block D  subject tract being a portion of Block D subject tract being a portion of Block D  tract being a portion of Block D tract being a portion of Block D  being a portion of Block D being a portion of Block D  a portion of Block D a portion of Block D  portion of Block D portion of Block D  of Block D of Block D  Block D Block D  D D of Westside Addition Section 1, an addition to the City of Farmers Branch, recorded in Instrument Number 200600172708 of the  Westside Addition Section 1, an addition to the City of Farmers Branch, recorded in Instrument Number 200600172708 of the Westside Addition Section 1, an addition to the City of Farmers Branch, recorded in Instrument Number 200600172708 of the  Addition Section 1, an addition to the City of Farmers Branch, recorded in Instrument Number 200600172708 of the Addition Section 1, an addition to the City of Farmers Branch, recorded in Instrument Number 200600172708 of the  Section 1, an addition to the City of Farmers Branch, recorded in Instrument Number 200600172708 of the Section 1, an addition to the City of Farmers Branch, recorded in Instrument Number 200600172708 of the  1, an addition to the City of Farmers Branch, recorded in Instrument Number 200600172708 of the 1, an addition to the City of Farmers Branch, recorded in Instrument Number 200600172708 of the  an addition to the City of Farmers Branch, recorded in Instrument Number 200600172708 of the an addition to the City of Farmers Branch, recorded in Instrument Number 200600172708 of the  addition to the City of Farmers Branch, recorded in Instrument Number 200600172708 of the addition to the City of Farmers Branch, recorded in Instrument Number 200600172708 of the  to the City of Farmers Branch, recorded in Instrument Number 200600172708 of the to the City of Farmers Branch, recorded in Instrument Number 200600172708 of the  the City of Farmers Branch, recorded in Instrument Number 200600172708 of the the City of Farmers Branch, recorded in Instrument Number 200600172708 of the  City of Farmers Branch, recorded in Instrument Number 200600172708 of the City of Farmers Branch, recorded in Instrument Number 200600172708 of the  of Farmers Branch, recorded in Instrument Number 200600172708 of the of Farmers Branch, recorded in Instrument Number 200600172708 of the  Farmers Branch, recorded in Instrument Number 200600172708 of the Farmers Branch, recorded in Instrument Number 200600172708 of the  Branch, recorded in Instrument Number 200600172708 of the Branch, recorded in Instrument Number 200600172708 of the  recorded in Instrument Number 200600172708 of the recorded in Instrument Number 200600172708 of the  in Instrument Number 200600172708 of the in Instrument Number 200600172708 of the  Instrument Number 200600172708 of the Instrument Number 200600172708 of the  Number 200600172708 of the Number 200600172708 of the  200600172708 of the 200600172708 of the  of the of the  the the Official Public Records, Dallas County, Texas (OPRDCT), and being a portion thereof conveyed to CADG Mercer Crossing Holdings,  Public Records, Dallas County, Texas (OPRDCT), and being a portion thereof conveyed to CADG Mercer Crossing Holdings, Public Records, Dallas County, Texas (OPRDCT), and being a portion thereof conveyed to CADG Mercer Crossing Holdings,  Records, Dallas County, Texas (OPRDCT), and being a portion thereof conveyed to CADG Mercer Crossing Holdings, Records, Dallas County, Texas (OPRDCT), and being a portion thereof conveyed to CADG Mercer Crossing Holdings,  Dallas County, Texas (OPRDCT), and being a portion thereof conveyed to CADG Mercer Crossing Holdings, Dallas County, Texas (OPRDCT), and being a portion thereof conveyed to CADG Mercer Crossing Holdings,  County, Texas (OPRDCT), and being a portion thereof conveyed to CADG Mercer Crossing Holdings, County, Texas (OPRDCT), and being a portion thereof conveyed to CADG Mercer Crossing Holdings,  Texas (OPRDCT), and being a portion thereof conveyed to CADG Mercer Crossing Holdings, Texas (OPRDCT), and being a portion thereof conveyed to CADG Mercer Crossing Holdings,  (OPRDCT), and being a portion thereof conveyed to CADG Mercer Crossing Holdings, (OPRDCT), and being a portion thereof conveyed to CADG Mercer Crossing Holdings,  and being a portion thereof conveyed to CADG Mercer Crossing Holdings, and being a portion thereof conveyed to CADG Mercer Crossing Holdings,  being a portion thereof conveyed to CADG Mercer Crossing Holdings, being a portion thereof conveyed to CADG Mercer Crossing Holdings,  a portion thereof conveyed to CADG Mercer Crossing Holdings, a portion thereof conveyed to CADG Mercer Crossing Holdings,  portion thereof conveyed to CADG Mercer Crossing Holdings, portion thereof conveyed to CADG Mercer Crossing Holdings,  thereof conveyed to CADG Mercer Crossing Holdings, thereof conveyed to CADG Mercer Crossing Holdings,  conveyed to CADG Mercer Crossing Holdings, conveyed to CADG Mercer Crossing Holdings,  to CADG Mercer Crossing Holdings, to CADG Mercer Crossing Holdings,  CADG Mercer Crossing Holdings, CADG Mercer Crossing Holdings,  Mercer Crossing Holdings, Mercer Crossing Holdings,  Crossing Holdings, Crossing Holdings,  Holdings, Holdings, LLC by special warranty deed with vendor's lien, recorded in Instrument Number 201500309379 OPRDCT, and a portion conveyed  by special warranty deed with vendor's lien, recorded in Instrument Number 201500309379 OPRDCT, and a portion conveyed by special warranty deed with vendor's lien, recorded in Instrument Number 201500309379 OPRDCT, and a portion conveyed  special warranty deed with vendor's lien, recorded in Instrument Number 201500309379 OPRDCT, and a portion conveyed special warranty deed with vendor's lien, recorded in Instrument Number 201500309379 OPRDCT, and a portion conveyed  warranty deed with vendor's lien, recorded in Instrument Number 201500309379 OPRDCT, and a portion conveyed warranty deed with vendor's lien, recorded in Instrument Number 201500309379 OPRDCT, and a portion conveyed  deed with vendor's lien, recorded in Instrument Number 201500309379 OPRDCT, and a portion conveyed deed with vendor's lien, recorded in Instrument Number 201500309379 OPRDCT, and a portion conveyed  with vendor's lien, recorded in Instrument Number 201500309379 OPRDCT, and a portion conveyed with vendor's lien, recorded in Instrument Number 201500309379 OPRDCT, and a portion conveyed  vendor's lien, recorded in Instrument Number 201500309379 OPRDCT, and a portion conveyed vendor's lien, recorded in Instrument Number 201500309379 OPRDCT, and a portion conveyed  lien, recorded in Instrument Number 201500309379 OPRDCT, and a portion conveyed lien, recorded in Instrument Number 201500309379 OPRDCT, and a portion conveyed  recorded in Instrument Number 201500309379 OPRDCT, and a portion conveyed recorded in Instrument Number 201500309379 OPRDCT, and a portion conveyed  in Instrument Number 201500309379 OPRDCT, and a portion conveyed in Instrument Number 201500309379 OPRDCT, and a portion conveyed  Instrument Number 201500309379 OPRDCT, and a portion conveyed Instrument Number 201500309379 OPRDCT, and a portion conveyed  Number 201500309379 OPRDCT, and a portion conveyed Number 201500309379 OPRDCT, and a portion conveyed  201500309379 OPRDCT, and a portion conveyed 201500309379 OPRDCT, and a portion conveyed  OPRDCT, and a portion conveyed OPRDCT, and a portion conveyed  and a portion conveyed and a portion conveyed  a portion conveyed a portion conveyed  portion conveyed portion conveyed  conveyed conveyed to MM Mercer POD B, LLC, by special warranty deeds recorded in Instrument Number 201600358284 and 201700219005 OPRDCT,  MM Mercer POD B, LLC, by special warranty deeds recorded in Instrument Number 201600358284 and 201700219005 OPRDCT, MM Mercer POD B, LLC, by special warranty deeds recorded in Instrument Number 201600358284 and 201700219005 OPRDCT,  Mercer POD B, LLC, by special warranty deeds recorded in Instrument Number 201600358284 and 201700219005 OPRDCT, Mercer POD B, LLC, by special warranty deeds recorded in Instrument Number 201600358284 and 201700219005 OPRDCT,  POD B, LLC, by special warranty deeds recorded in Instrument Number 201600358284 and 201700219005 OPRDCT, POD B, LLC, by special warranty deeds recorded in Instrument Number 201600358284 and 201700219005 OPRDCT,  B, LLC, by special warranty deeds recorded in Instrument Number 201600358284 and 201700219005 OPRDCT, B, LLC, by special warranty deeds recorded in Instrument Number 201600358284 and 201700219005 OPRDCT,  LLC, by special warranty deeds recorded in Instrument Number 201600358284 and 201700219005 OPRDCT, LLC, by special warranty deeds recorded in Instrument Number 201600358284 and 201700219005 OPRDCT,  by special warranty deeds recorded in Instrument Number 201600358284 and 201700219005 OPRDCT, by special warranty deeds recorded in Instrument Number 201600358284 and 201700219005 OPRDCT,  special warranty deeds recorded in Instrument Number 201600358284 and 201700219005 OPRDCT, special warranty deeds recorded in Instrument Number 201600358284 and 201700219005 OPRDCT,  warranty deeds recorded in Instrument Number 201600358284 and 201700219005 OPRDCT, warranty deeds recorded in Instrument Number 201600358284 and 201700219005 OPRDCT,  deeds recorded in Instrument Number 201600358284 and 201700219005 OPRDCT, deeds recorded in Instrument Number 201600358284 and 201700219005 OPRDCT,  recorded in Instrument Number 201600358284 and 201700219005 OPRDCT, recorded in Instrument Number 201600358284 and 201700219005 OPRDCT,  in Instrument Number 201600358284 and 201700219005 OPRDCT, in Instrument Number 201600358284 and 201700219005 OPRDCT,  Instrument Number 201600358284 and 201700219005 OPRDCT, Instrument Number 201600358284 and 201700219005 OPRDCT,  Number 201600358284 and 201700219005 OPRDCT, Number 201600358284 and 201700219005 OPRDCT,  201600358284 and 201700219005 OPRDCT, 201600358284 and 201700219005 OPRDCT,  and 201700219005 OPRDCT, and 201700219005 OPRDCT,  201700219005 OPRDCT, 201700219005 OPRDCT,  OPRDCT, OPRDCT, with the subject tract being more particularly described as follows: BEGINNING at a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap found for the south end of a corner clip being the intersection of the south line  at a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap found for the south end of a corner clip being the intersection of the south line at a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap found for the south end of a corner clip being the intersection of the south line  a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap found for the south end of a corner clip being the intersection of the south line a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap found for the south end of a corner clip being the intersection of the south line  1/2" iron rod with plastic cap found for the south end of a corner clip being the intersection of the south line 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap found for the south end of a corner clip being the intersection of the south line  iron rod with plastic cap found for the south end of a corner clip being the intersection of the south line iron rod with plastic cap found for the south end of a corner clip being the intersection of the south line  rod with plastic cap found for the south end of a corner clip being the intersection of the south line rod with plastic cap found for the south end of a corner clip being the intersection of the south line  with plastic cap found for the south end of a corner clip being the intersection of the south line with plastic cap found for the south end of a corner clip being the intersection of the south line  plastic cap found for the south end of a corner clip being the intersection of the south line plastic cap found for the south end of a corner clip being the intersection of the south line  cap found for the south end of a corner clip being the intersection of the south line cap found for the south end of a corner clip being the intersection of the south line  found for the south end of a corner clip being the intersection of the south line found for the south end of a corner clip being the intersection of the south line  for the south end of a corner clip being the intersection of the south line for the south end of a corner clip being the intersection of the south line  the south end of a corner clip being the intersection of the south line the south end of a corner clip being the intersection of the south line  south end of a corner clip being the intersection of the south line south end of a corner clip being the intersection of the south line  end of a corner clip being the intersection of the south line end of a corner clip being the intersection of the south line  of a corner clip being the intersection of the south line of a corner clip being the intersection of the south line  a corner clip being the intersection of the south line a corner clip being the intersection of the south line  corner clip being the intersection of the south line corner clip being the intersection of the south line  clip being the intersection of the south line clip being the intersection of the south line  being the intersection of the south line being the intersection of the south line  the intersection of the south line the intersection of the south line  intersection of the south line intersection of the south line  of the south line of the south line  the south line the south line  south line south line  line line of Whittington Place, a 110 foot right-of-way, with the east line of Luna Road, a 130 foot right-of-way; THENCE N 42°27'18" E, 35.24 feet along said corner clip to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG" set; THENCE N 87°37'23" E, 399.76 feet along the south line of Whittington Place to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped  N 87°37'23" E, 399.76 feet along the south line of Whittington Place to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped N 87°37'23" E, 399.76 feet along the south line of Whittington Place to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped  87°37'23" E, 399.76 feet along the south line of Whittington Place to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped 87°37'23" E, 399.76 feet along the south line of Whittington Place to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped  E, 399.76 feet along the south line of Whittington Place to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped E, 399.76 feet along the south line of Whittington Place to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped  399.76 feet along the south line of Whittington Place to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped 399.76 feet along the south line of Whittington Place to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped  feet along the south line of Whittington Place to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped feet along the south line of Whittington Place to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped  along the south line of Whittington Place to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped along the south line of Whittington Place to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped  the south line of Whittington Place to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped the south line of Whittington Place to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped  south line of Whittington Place to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped south line of Whittington Place to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped  line of Whittington Place to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped line of Whittington Place to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped  of Whittington Place to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped of Whittington Place to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped  Whittington Place to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped Whittington Place to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped  Place to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped Place to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped  to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped  a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped  1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped  iron rod with plastic cap stamped iron rod with plastic cap stamped  rod with plastic cap stamped rod with plastic cap stamped  with plastic cap stamped with plastic cap stamped  plastic cap stamped plastic cap stamped  cap stamped cap stamped  stamped stamped "SPIARSENG" set; THENCE continuing along the south line of Whittington Place, around a tangent curve to the left having a central angle of  continuing along the south line of Whittington Place, around a tangent curve to the left having a central angle of continuing along the south line of Whittington Place, around a tangent curve to the left having a central angle of  along the south line of Whittington Place, around a tangent curve to the left having a central angle of along the south line of Whittington Place, around a tangent curve to the left having a central angle of  the south line of Whittington Place, around a tangent curve to the left having a central angle of the south line of Whittington Place, around a tangent curve to the left having a central angle of  south line of Whittington Place, around a tangent curve to the left having a central angle of south line of Whittington Place, around a tangent curve to the left having a central angle of  line of Whittington Place, around a tangent curve to the left having a central angle of line of Whittington Place, around a tangent curve to the left having a central angle of  of Whittington Place, around a tangent curve to the left having a central angle of of Whittington Place, around a tangent curve to the left having a central angle of  Whittington Place, around a tangent curve to the left having a central angle of Whittington Place, around a tangent curve to the left having a central angle of  Place, around a tangent curve to the left having a central angle of Place, around a tangent curve to the left having a central angle of  around a tangent curve to the left having a central angle of around a tangent curve to the left having a central angle of  a tangent curve to the left having a central angle of a tangent curve to the left having a central angle of  tangent curve to the left having a central angle of tangent curve to the left having a central angle of  curve to the left having a central angle of curve to the left having a central angle of  to the left having a central angle of to the left having a central angle of  the left having a central angle of the left having a central angle of  left having a central angle of left having a central angle of  having a central angle of having a central angle of  a central angle of a central angle of  central angle of central angle of  angle of angle of  of of 27°00'00", a radius of 1096.32 feet, a chord of N 74°07'23" E - 511.86 feet, an arc length of 516.63 feet to a 1/2" iron rod  a radius of 1096.32 feet, a chord of N 74°07'23" E - 511.86 feet, an arc length of 516.63 feet to a 1/2" iron rod a radius of 1096.32 feet, a chord of N 74°07'23" E - 511.86 feet, an arc length of 516.63 feet to a 1/2" iron rod  radius of 1096.32 feet, a chord of N 74°07'23" E - 511.86 feet, an arc length of 516.63 feet to a 1/2" iron rod radius of 1096.32 feet, a chord of N 74°07'23" E - 511.86 feet, an arc length of 516.63 feet to a 1/2" iron rod  of 1096.32 feet, a chord of N 74°07'23" E - 511.86 feet, an arc length of 516.63 feet to a 1/2" iron rod of 1096.32 feet, a chord of N 74°07'23" E - 511.86 feet, an arc length of 516.63 feet to a 1/2" iron rod  1096.32 feet, a chord of N 74°07'23" E - 511.86 feet, an arc length of 516.63 feet to a 1/2" iron rod 1096.32 feet, a chord of N 74°07'23" E - 511.86 feet, an arc length of 516.63 feet to a 1/2" iron rod  feet, a chord of N 74°07'23" E - 511.86 feet, an arc length of 516.63 feet to a 1/2" iron rod feet, a chord of N 74°07'23" E - 511.86 feet, an arc length of 516.63 feet to a 1/2" iron rod  a chord of N 74°07'23" E - 511.86 feet, an arc length of 516.63 feet to a 1/2" iron rod a chord of N 74°07'23" E - 511.86 feet, an arc length of 516.63 feet to a 1/2" iron rod  chord of N 74°07'23" E - 511.86 feet, an arc length of 516.63 feet to a 1/2" iron rod chord of N 74°07'23" E - 511.86 feet, an arc length of 516.63 feet to a 1/2" iron rod  of N 74°07'23" E - 511.86 feet, an arc length of 516.63 feet to a 1/2" iron rod of N 74°07'23" E - 511.86 feet, an arc length of 516.63 feet to a 1/2" iron rod  N 74°07'23" E - 511.86 feet, an arc length of 516.63 feet to a 1/2" iron rod N 74°07'23" E - 511.86 feet, an arc length of 516.63 feet to a 1/2" iron rod  74°07'23" E - 511.86 feet, an arc length of 516.63 feet to a 1/2" iron rod 74°07'23" E - 511.86 feet, an arc length of 516.63 feet to a 1/2" iron rod  E - 511.86 feet, an arc length of 516.63 feet to a 1/2" iron rod E - 511.86 feet, an arc length of 516.63 feet to a 1/2" iron rod  - 511.86 feet, an arc length of 516.63 feet to a 1/2" iron rod - 511.86 feet, an arc length of 516.63 feet to a 1/2" iron rod  511.86 feet, an arc length of 516.63 feet to a 1/2" iron rod 511.86 feet, an arc length of 516.63 feet to a 1/2" iron rod  feet, an arc length of 516.63 feet to a 1/2" iron rod feet, an arc length of 516.63 feet to a 1/2" iron rod  an arc length of 516.63 feet to a 1/2" iron rod an arc length of 516.63 feet to a 1/2" iron rod  arc length of 516.63 feet to a 1/2" iron rod arc length of 516.63 feet to a 1/2" iron rod  length of 516.63 feet to a 1/2" iron rod length of 516.63 feet to a 1/2" iron rod  of 516.63 feet to a 1/2" iron rod of 516.63 feet to a 1/2" iron rod  516.63 feet to a 1/2" iron rod 516.63 feet to a 1/2" iron rod  feet to a 1/2" iron rod feet to a 1/2" iron rod  to a 1/2" iron rod to a 1/2" iron rod  a 1/2" iron rod a 1/2" iron rod  1/2" iron rod 1/2" iron rod  iron rod iron rod  rod rod with plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG" set; THENCE N 60°37'23" E, 291.61 feet continuing along the south line of Whittington Place to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap  N 60°37'23" E, 291.61 feet continuing along the south line of Whittington Place to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap N 60°37'23" E, 291.61 feet continuing along the south line of Whittington Place to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap  60°37'23" E, 291.61 feet continuing along the south line of Whittington Place to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap 60°37'23" E, 291.61 feet continuing along the south line of Whittington Place to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap  E, 291.61 feet continuing along the south line of Whittington Place to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap E, 291.61 feet continuing along the south line of Whittington Place to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap  291.61 feet continuing along the south line of Whittington Place to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap 291.61 feet continuing along the south line of Whittington Place to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap  feet continuing along the south line of Whittington Place to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap feet continuing along the south line of Whittington Place to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap  continuing along the south line of Whittington Place to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap continuing along the south line of Whittington Place to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap  along the south line of Whittington Place to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap along the south line of Whittington Place to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap  the south line of Whittington Place to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap the south line of Whittington Place to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap  south line of Whittington Place to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap south line of Whittington Place to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap  line of Whittington Place to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap line of Whittington Place to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap  of Whittington Place to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap of Whittington Place to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap  Whittington Place to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap Whittington Place to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap  Place to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap Place to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap  to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap  a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap  1/2" iron rod with plastic cap 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap  iron rod with plastic cap iron rod with plastic cap  rod with plastic cap rod with plastic cap  with plastic cap with plastic cap  plastic cap plastic cap  cap cap stamped "SPIARSENG" set; THENCE S 11°52'52" W, 149.74 feet departing the south line thereof to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG"  S 11°52'52" W, 149.74 feet departing the south line thereof to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG" S 11°52'52" W, 149.74 feet departing the south line thereof to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG"  11°52'52" W, 149.74 feet departing the south line thereof to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG" 11°52'52" W, 149.74 feet departing the south line thereof to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG"  W, 149.74 feet departing the south line thereof to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG" W, 149.74 feet departing the south line thereof to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG"  149.74 feet departing the south line thereof to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG" 149.74 feet departing the south line thereof to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG"  feet departing the south line thereof to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG" feet departing the south line thereof to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG"  departing the south line thereof to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG" departing the south line thereof to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG"  the south line thereof to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG" the south line thereof to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG"  south line thereof to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG" south line thereof to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG"  line thereof to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG" line thereof to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG"  thereof to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG" thereof to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG"  to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG" to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG"  a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG" a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG"  1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG" 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG"  iron rod with plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG" iron rod with plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG"  rod with plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG" rod with plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG"  with plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG" with plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG"  plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG" plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG"  cap stamped "SPIARSENG" cap stamped "SPIARSENG"  stamped "SPIARSENG" stamped "SPIARSENG"  "SPIARSENG" "SPIARSENG" set; THENCE S 12°25'13" W, 775.55 feet through Block D to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG" set on the north  S 12°25'13" W, 775.55 feet through Block D to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG" set on the north S 12°25'13" W, 775.55 feet through Block D to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG" set on the north  12°25'13" W, 775.55 feet through Block D to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG" set on the north 12°25'13" W, 775.55 feet through Block D to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG" set on the north  W, 775.55 feet through Block D to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG" set on the north W, 775.55 feet through Block D to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG" set on the north  775.55 feet through Block D to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG" set on the north 775.55 feet through Block D to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG" set on the north  feet through Block D to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG" set on the north feet through Block D to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG" set on the north  through Block D to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG" set on the north through Block D to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG" set on the north  Block D to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG" set on the north Block D to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG" set on the north  D to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG" set on the north D to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG" set on the north  to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG" set on the north to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG" set on the north  a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG" set on the north a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG" set on the north  1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG" set on the north 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG" set on the north  iron rod with plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG" set on the north iron rod with plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG" set on the north  rod with plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG" set on the north rod with plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG" set on the north  with plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG" set on the north with plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG" set on the north  plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG" set on the north plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG" set on the north  cap stamped "SPIARSENG" set on the north cap stamped "SPIARSENG" set on the north  stamped "SPIARSENG" set on the north stamped "SPIARSENG" set on the north  "SPIARSENG" set on the north "SPIARSENG" set on the north  set on the north set on the north  on the north on the north  the north the north  north north line of Mercer Parkway, a 100 foot right-of-way (at this point); THENCE along the north line of Mercer Parkway, around a non-tangent curve to the left having a central angle of 20°22'27", a  along the north line of Mercer Parkway, around a non-tangent curve to the left having a central angle of 20°22'27", a along the north line of Mercer Parkway, around a non-tangent curve to the left having a central angle of 20°22'27", a  the north line of Mercer Parkway, around a non-tangent curve to the left having a central angle of 20°22'27", a the north line of Mercer Parkway, around a non-tangent curve to the left having a central angle of 20°22'27", a  north line of Mercer Parkway, around a non-tangent curve to the left having a central angle of 20°22'27", a north line of Mercer Parkway, around a non-tangent curve to the left having a central angle of 20°22'27", a  line of Mercer Parkway, around a non-tangent curve to the left having a central angle of 20°22'27", a line of Mercer Parkway, around a non-tangent curve to the left having a central angle of 20°22'27", a  of Mercer Parkway, around a non-tangent curve to the left having a central angle of 20°22'27", a of Mercer Parkway, around a non-tangent curve to the left having a central angle of 20°22'27", a  Mercer Parkway, around a non-tangent curve to the left having a central angle of 20°22'27", a Mercer Parkway, around a non-tangent curve to the left having a central angle of 20°22'27", a  Parkway, around a non-tangent curve to the left having a central angle of 20°22'27", a Parkway, around a non-tangent curve to the left having a central angle of 20°22'27", a  around a non-tangent curve to the left having a central angle of 20°22'27", a around a non-tangent curve to the left having a central angle of 20°22'27", a  a non-tangent curve to the left having a central angle of 20°22'27", a a non-tangent curve to the left having a central angle of 20°22'27", a  non-tangent curve to the left having a central angle of 20°22'27", a non-tangent curve to the left having a central angle of 20°22'27", a  curve to the left having a central angle of 20°22'27", a curve to the left having a central angle of 20°22'27", a  to the left having a central angle of 20°22'27", a to the left having a central angle of 20°22'27", a  the left having a central angle of 20°22'27", a the left having a central angle of 20°22'27", a  left having a central angle of 20°22'27", a left having a central angle of 20°22'27", a  having a central angle of 20°22'27", a having a central angle of 20°22'27", a  a central angle of 20°22'27", a a central angle of 20°22'27", a  central angle of 20°22'27", a central angle of 20°22'27", a  angle of 20°22'27", a angle of 20°22'27", a  of 20°22'27", a of 20°22'27", a  20°22'27", a 20°22'27", a  a a radius of 1450.00 feet, a chord of S 85°41'38" W - 512.91 feet, an arc length of 515.62 feet to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic  of 1450.00 feet, a chord of S 85°41'38" W - 512.91 feet, an arc length of 515.62 feet to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic of 1450.00 feet, a chord of S 85°41'38" W - 512.91 feet, an arc length of 515.62 feet to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic  1450.00 feet, a chord of S 85°41'38" W - 512.91 feet, an arc length of 515.62 feet to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic 1450.00 feet, a chord of S 85°41'38" W - 512.91 feet, an arc length of 515.62 feet to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic  feet, a chord of S 85°41'38" W - 512.91 feet, an arc length of 515.62 feet to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic feet, a chord of S 85°41'38" W - 512.91 feet, an arc length of 515.62 feet to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic  a chord of S 85°41'38" W - 512.91 feet, an arc length of 515.62 feet to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic a chord of S 85°41'38" W - 512.91 feet, an arc length of 515.62 feet to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic  chord of S 85°41'38" W - 512.91 feet, an arc length of 515.62 feet to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic chord of S 85°41'38" W - 512.91 feet, an arc length of 515.62 feet to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic  of S 85°41'38" W - 512.91 feet, an arc length of 515.62 feet to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic of S 85°41'38" W - 512.91 feet, an arc length of 515.62 feet to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic  S 85°41'38" W - 512.91 feet, an arc length of 515.62 feet to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic S 85°41'38" W - 512.91 feet, an arc length of 515.62 feet to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic  85°41'38" W - 512.91 feet, an arc length of 515.62 feet to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic 85°41'38" W - 512.91 feet, an arc length of 515.62 feet to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic  W - 512.91 feet, an arc length of 515.62 feet to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic W - 512.91 feet, an arc length of 515.62 feet to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic  - 512.91 feet, an arc length of 515.62 feet to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic - 512.91 feet, an arc length of 515.62 feet to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic  512.91 feet, an arc length of 515.62 feet to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic 512.91 feet, an arc length of 515.62 feet to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic  feet, an arc length of 515.62 feet to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic feet, an arc length of 515.62 feet to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic  an arc length of 515.62 feet to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic an arc length of 515.62 feet to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic  arc length of 515.62 feet to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic arc length of 515.62 feet to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic  length of 515.62 feet to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic length of 515.62 feet to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic  of 515.62 feet to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic of 515.62 feet to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic  515.62 feet to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic 515.62 feet to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic  feet to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic feet to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic  to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic  a 1/2" iron rod with plastic a 1/2" iron rod with plastic  1/2" iron rod with plastic 1/2" iron rod with plastic  iron rod with plastic iron rod with plastic  rod with plastic rod with plastic  with plastic with plastic  plastic plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG" set; THENCE S 75°30'25" W, 92.74 feet continuing along the north line of Mercer Parkway to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap  S 75°30'25" W, 92.74 feet continuing along the north line of Mercer Parkway to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap S 75°30'25" W, 92.74 feet continuing along the north line of Mercer Parkway to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap  75°30'25" W, 92.74 feet continuing along the north line of Mercer Parkway to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap 75°30'25" W, 92.74 feet continuing along the north line of Mercer Parkway to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap  W, 92.74 feet continuing along the north line of Mercer Parkway to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap W, 92.74 feet continuing along the north line of Mercer Parkway to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap  92.74 feet continuing along the north line of Mercer Parkway to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap 92.74 feet continuing along the north line of Mercer Parkway to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap  feet continuing along the north line of Mercer Parkway to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap feet continuing along the north line of Mercer Parkway to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap  continuing along the north line of Mercer Parkway to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap continuing along the north line of Mercer Parkway to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap  along the north line of Mercer Parkway to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap along the north line of Mercer Parkway to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap  the north line of Mercer Parkway to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap the north line of Mercer Parkway to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap  north line of Mercer Parkway to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap north line of Mercer Parkway to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap  line of Mercer Parkway to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap line of Mercer Parkway to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap  of Mercer Parkway to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap of Mercer Parkway to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap  Mercer Parkway to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap Mercer Parkway to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap  Parkway to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap Parkway to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap  to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap  a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap  1/2" iron rod with plastic cap 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap  iron rod with plastic cap iron rod with plastic cap  rod with plastic cap rod with plastic cap  with plastic cap with plastic cap  plastic cap plastic cap  cap cap stamped "SPIARSENG" set; THENCE N 14°29'35" W, 16.50 feet continuing along the north line of Mercer Parkway to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap  N 14°29'35" W, 16.50 feet continuing along the north line of Mercer Parkway to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap N 14°29'35" W, 16.50 feet continuing along the north line of Mercer Parkway to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap  14°29'35" W, 16.50 feet continuing along the north line of Mercer Parkway to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap 14°29'35" W, 16.50 feet continuing along the north line of Mercer Parkway to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap  W, 16.50 feet continuing along the north line of Mercer Parkway to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap W, 16.50 feet continuing along the north line of Mercer Parkway to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap  16.50 feet continuing along the north line of Mercer Parkway to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap 16.50 feet continuing along the north line of Mercer Parkway to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap  feet continuing along the north line of Mercer Parkway to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap feet continuing along the north line of Mercer Parkway to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap  continuing along the north line of Mercer Parkway to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap continuing along the north line of Mercer Parkway to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap  along the north line of Mercer Parkway to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap along the north line of Mercer Parkway to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap  the north line of Mercer Parkway to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap the north line of Mercer Parkway to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap  north line of Mercer Parkway to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap north line of Mercer Parkway to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap  line of Mercer Parkway to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap line of Mercer Parkway to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap  of Mercer Parkway to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap of Mercer Parkway to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap  Mercer Parkway to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap Mercer Parkway to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap  Parkway to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap Parkway to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap  to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap  a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap  1/2" iron rod with plastic cap 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap  iron rod with plastic cap iron rod with plastic cap  rod with plastic cap rod with plastic cap  with plastic cap with plastic cap  plastic cap plastic cap  cap cap stamped "SPIARSENG" set; THENCE S 75°30'25" W, 223.49 feet continuing along the north line of Mercer Parkway to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap  S 75°30'25" W, 223.49 feet continuing along the north line of Mercer Parkway to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap S 75°30'25" W, 223.49 feet continuing along the north line of Mercer Parkway to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap  75°30'25" W, 223.49 feet continuing along the north line of Mercer Parkway to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap 75°30'25" W, 223.49 feet continuing along the north line of Mercer Parkway to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap  W, 223.49 feet continuing along the north line of Mercer Parkway to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap W, 223.49 feet continuing along the north line of Mercer Parkway to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap  223.49 feet continuing along the north line of Mercer Parkway to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap 223.49 feet continuing along the north line of Mercer Parkway to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap  feet continuing along the north line of Mercer Parkway to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap feet continuing along the north line of Mercer Parkway to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap  continuing along the north line of Mercer Parkway to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap continuing along the north line of Mercer Parkway to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap  along the north line of Mercer Parkway to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap along the north line of Mercer Parkway to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap  the north line of Mercer Parkway to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap the north line of Mercer Parkway to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap  north line of Mercer Parkway to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap north line of Mercer Parkway to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap  line of Mercer Parkway to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap line of Mercer Parkway to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap  of Mercer Parkway to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap of Mercer Parkway to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap  Mercer Parkway to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap Mercer Parkway to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap  Parkway to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap Parkway to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap  to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap  a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap  1/2" iron rod with plastic cap 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap  iron rod with plastic cap iron rod with plastic cap  rod with plastic cap rod with plastic cap  with plastic cap with plastic cap  plastic cap plastic cap  cap cap stamped "SPIARSENG" set; THENCE S 84°00'42" W, 16.63 feet continuing along the north line of Mercer Parkway to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap  S 84°00'42" W, 16.63 feet continuing along the north line of Mercer Parkway to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap S 84°00'42" W, 16.63 feet continuing along the north line of Mercer Parkway to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap  84°00'42" W, 16.63 feet continuing along the north line of Mercer Parkway to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap 84°00'42" W, 16.63 feet continuing along the north line of Mercer Parkway to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap  W, 16.63 feet continuing along the north line of Mercer Parkway to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap W, 16.63 feet continuing along the north line of Mercer Parkway to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap  16.63 feet continuing along the north line of Mercer Parkway to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap 16.63 feet continuing along the north line of Mercer Parkway to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap  feet continuing along the north line of Mercer Parkway to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap feet continuing along the north line of Mercer Parkway to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap  continuing along the north line of Mercer Parkway to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap continuing along the north line of Mercer Parkway to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap  along the north line of Mercer Parkway to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap along the north line of Mercer Parkway to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap  the north line of Mercer Parkway to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap the north line of Mercer Parkway to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap  north line of Mercer Parkway to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap north line of Mercer Parkway to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap  line of Mercer Parkway to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap line of Mercer Parkway to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap  of Mercer Parkway to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap of Mercer Parkway to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap  Mercer Parkway to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap Mercer Parkway to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap  Parkway to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap Parkway to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap  to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap  a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap  1/2" iron rod with plastic cap 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap  iron rod with plastic cap iron rod with plastic cap  rod with plastic cap rod with plastic cap  with plastic cap with plastic cap  plastic cap plastic cap  cap cap stamped "SPIARSENG" set for the south end of a corner clip being the intersection of Mercer Parkway and Luna Road; THENCE N 59°44'56" W, 72.43 feet along said corner clip to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap found; THENCE along the east line of Luna Road, the following: N 28°19'37" W, 17.61 feet to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap found; A non-tangent curve to the right having a central angle of 12°11'32", a radius of 1460.00 feet, a chord of N 08°48'32" W -  non-tangent curve to the right having a central angle of 12°11'32", a radius of 1460.00 feet, a chord of N 08°48'32" W - non-tangent curve to the right having a central angle of 12°11'32", a radius of 1460.00 feet, a chord of N 08°48'32" W -  curve to the right having a central angle of 12°11'32", a radius of 1460.00 feet, a chord of N 08°48'32" W - curve to the right having a central angle of 12°11'32", a radius of 1460.00 feet, a chord of N 08°48'32" W -  to the right having a central angle of 12°11'32", a radius of 1460.00 feet, a chord of N 08°48'32" W - to the right having a central angle of 12°11'32", a radius of 1460.00 feet, a chord of N 08°48'32" W -  the right having a central angle of 12°11'32", a radius of 1460.00 feet, a chord of N 08°48'32" W - the right having a central angle of 12°11'32", a radius of 1460.00 feet, a chord of N 08°48'32" W -  right having a central angle of 12°11'32", a radius of 1460.00 feet, a chord of N 08°48'32" W - right having a central angle of 12°11'32", a radius of 1460.00 feet, a chord of N 08°48'32" W -  having a central angle of 12°11'32", a radius of 1460.00 feet, a chord of N 08°48'32" W - having a central angle of 12°11'32", a radius of 1460.00 feet, a chord of N 08°48'32" W -  a central angle of 12°11'32", a radius of 1460.00 feet, a chord of N 08°48'32" W - a central angle of 12°11'32", a radius of 1460.00 feet, a chord of N 08°48'32" W -  central angle of 12°11'32", a radius of 1460.00 feet, a chord of N 08°48'32" W - central angle of 12°11'32", a radius of 1460.00 feet, a chord of N 08°48'32" W -  angle of 12°11'32", a radius of 1460.00 feet, a chord of N 08°48'32" W - angle of 12°11'32", a radius of 1460.00 feet, a chord of N 08°48'32" W -  of 12°11'32", a radius of 1460.00 feet, a chord of N 08°48'32" W - of 12°11'32", a radius of 1460.00 feet, a chord of N 08°48'32" W -  12°11'32", a radius of 1460.00 feet, a chord of N 08°48'32" W - 12°11'32", a radius of 1460.00 feet, a chord of N 08°48'32" W -  a radius of 1460.00 feet, a chord of N 08°48'32" W - a radius of 1460.00 feet, a chord of N 08°48'32" W -  radius of 1460.00 feet, a chord of N 08°48'32" W - radius of 1460.00 feet, a chord of N 08°48'32" W -  of 1460.00 feet, a chord of N 08°48'32" W - of 1460.00 feet, a chord of N 08°48'32" W -  1460.00 feet, a chord of N 08°48'32" W - 1460.00 feet, a chord of N 08°48'32" W -  feet, a chord of N 08°48'32" W - feet, a chord of N 08°48'32" W -  a chord of N 08°48'32" W - a chord of N 08°48'32" W -  chord of N 08°48'32" W - chord of N 08°48'32" W -  of N 08°48'32" W - of N 08°48'32" W -  N 08°48'32" W - N 08°48'32" W -  08°48'32" W - 08°48'32" W -  W - W -  - - 310.09 feet, an arc length of 310.68 feet to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap found; And N 02°42'46" W, 323.61 feet to the POINT OF BEGINNING with the subject tract containing 731,955 square feet or 16.803  N 02°42'46" W, 323.61 feet to the POINT OF BEGINNING with the subject tract containing 731,955 square feet or 16.803 N 02°42'46" W, 323.61 feet to the POINT OF BEGINNING with the subject tract containing 731,955 square feet or 16.803  02°42'46" W, 323.61 feet to the POINT OF BEGINNING with the subject tract containing 731,955 square feet or 16.803 02°42'46" W, 323.61 feet to the POINT OF BEGINNING with the subject tract containing 731,955 square feet or 16.803  W, 323.61 feet to the POINT OF BEGINNING with the subject tract containing 731,955 square feet or 16.803 W, 323.61 feet to the POINT OF BEGINNING with the subject tract containing 731,955 square feet or 16.803  323.61 feet to the POINT OF BEGINNING with the subject tract containing 731,955 square feet or 16.803 323.61 feet to the POINT OF BEGINNING with the subject tract containing 731,955 square feet or 16.803  feet to the POINT OF BEGINNING with the subject tract containing 731,955 square feet or 16.803 feet to the POINT OF BEGINNING with the subject tract containing 731,955 square feet or 16.803  to the POINT OF BEGINNING with the subject tract containing 731,955 square feet or 16.803 to the POINT OF BEGINNING with the subject tract containing 731,955 square feet or 16.803  the POINT OF BEGINNING with the subject tract containing 731,955 square feet or 16.803 the POINT OF BEGINNING with the subject tract containing 731,955 square feet or 16.803  POINT OF BEGINNING with the subject tract containing 731,955 square feet or 16.803 POINT OF BEGINNING with the subject tract containing 731,955 square feet or 16.803  OF BEGINNING with the subject tract containing 731,955 square feet or 16.803 OF BEGINNING with the subject tract containing 731,955 square feet or 16.803  BEGINNING with the subject tract containing 731,955 square feet or 16.803 BEGINNING with the subject tract containing 731,955 square feet or 16.803  with the subject tract containing 731,955 square feet or 16.803 with the subject tract containing 731,955 square feet or 16.803  the subject tract containing 731,955 square feet or 16.803 the subject tract containing 731,955 square feet or 16.803  subject tract containing 731,955 square feet or 16.803 subject tract containing 731,955 square feet or 16.803  tract containing 731,955 square feet or 16.803 tract containing 731,955 square feet or 16.803  containing 731,955 square feet or 16.803 containing 731,955 square feet or 16.803  731,955 square feet or 16.803 731,955 square feet or 16.803  square feet or 16.803 square feet or 16.803  feet or 16.803 feet or 16.803  or 16.803 or 16.803  16.803 16.803 acres of land.
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